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TERMS OF USE

The “BradleyPulverizer.com” Web site (this “Site”) is owned and operated by Kercher Industries, Inc., a Pennsylvania Corporation (The “Company”). The information on this Site is intended to furnish users with general information on matters that Company may find to be of interest. While every effort has been made to offer current and accurate information, errors can occur. Company assumes no liability or responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content contained on this Site.

This Site may contain references to certain news items that reference information about laws, regulations and market trends and opinions. By definition, news, laws, regulations, market trends and opinions about them will change over time and should be interpreted only in light of particular circumstances. This information is provided “as is”, with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy or timeliness, and without warranties of any kind, express or implied.

Company does not warrant that this Site, various services provided through this Site, and any information, software, or other material downloaded from this Site, will be uninterrupted, error-free, omission-free or free of viruses or other harmful components. To the fullest extent permissible pursuant to applicable law, Company disclaims all warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event will Company, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents, or employees of the foregoing be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this Site or for any consequent, special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

The information presented on this Site should not be construed as engineering, process management, or any other professional advice or service. You should consult with professional advisors familiar with your particular factual situation for advice concerning specific matters before making any decisions. Furthermore, any advice offered by the Company via this website is provided “as is”, with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy or timeliness, and without warranties of any kind, express or implied.

You should never post any confidential information to BradleyPulverizer.com or any site outside your own specific control and authority. Kercher Industries, Inc. disclaims any responsibility to protect, safeguard, or otherwise be responsible for any such information posted on this or any site operated by or contributed to, by Kercher Industries, Inc..

Certain links on this Site lead to servers maintained by individuals or organizations over which Company has no control. Company makes no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy or any other aspect of the information located on such servers.

The following web link activities are explicitly prohibited by Company and may constitute trademark and copyright infringement: links that involve unauthorized use of our logo; and Framing or meta-tags. This Site may from time to time contain threaded discussion groups, bulletin boards, and chat rooms (“Bulletin Boards”). All posting on or transmissions to the Bulletin Boards are subject to the Threaded Discussion Group Terms and Conditions. Unless Company specifically is identified as the author of a message, the responsibility for any opinions, advice, statements, or other information contained in any messages posted or transmitted by any third party on this Site resides solely with the author.

Except where noted otherwise, all material on the Site is Copyright © 2005-2019 Kercher Industries, Inc.. All rights reserved. No part of the materials on this Site, including but not limited to the text, graphics, and html code, may be reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means without Concept Connect Ventures LLC’s written permission.

In short, we are providing this site and other related online resources, to provide information on the processes,
methods, and other services that the Company may offer. Given the nature of the advice and counsel, we offer
same with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, or timeliness, and without warranties of any kind, express or
implied. If you have any questions now or during your visit, please Contact Us.
PRIVACY
Your privacy at BradleyPulverizer.com
BradleyPulverizer.com is operated by Kercher Industries, Inc., a Pennsylvania Corporation. The primary purpose of BradleyPulverizer.com is to be a dynamic plug-in resource and business tool to help you close more business. We want you to feel secure when visiting our site and are committed to maintaining your privacy when doing so. The following provides an overview of how we protect your privacy during your visit.

OPT IN / OPT OUT
To edit your information or to opt out of receiving news and other content from Bradley Pulverizer, [click here]

What information do we gather?
Information on BradleyPulverizer.com is gathered in two ways:
- indirectly (for example, through our site’s technology); and
- directly (for example, when you provide information on various pages of BradleyPulverizer.com).

What do we track?
One example of information we collect indirectly is through our Internet access logs. When you access BradleyPulverizer.com, your Internet address is automatically collected and is placed in our Internet access logs. We collect information directly from you in a number of ways, some of which we describe in this Privacy Statement.

What about cookies?
One way is through the use of “cookies”. Cookies are small data files which save and retrieve information about your visit to BradleyPulverizer.com — for example, how you entered our site, how you navigated through the site, and what information was of interest to you. (If you are uncomfortable regarding cookies use, please keep in mind you can disable cookies on your computer by changing the settings in preferences or options menu in your browser, although that may hinder some of the advanced functionality within the Client portal.)

Do we collect other information?
We also collect information when you voluntarily submit it to us. Throughout our site, we provide the opportunity to register for an event or conference, order a white paper, or participate in an online survey. When we collect this type of information, we will notify you as to why we are asking for information and how this information will be used. It is completely up to you whether or not you want to provide it.

How do we use this information?
We analyze it to determine what is most effective about our site, to help us identify ways to improve it, and eventually, to determine how we can tailor BradleyPulverizer.com to make it more effective. We may also use data for other purposes, which we would describe to you at the point we collect the information.

What about surveys and other questionnaires?
Surveys conducted on Concept Connect Ventures operated websites are confidential and are only relevant as part of an aggregated whole. No specific corporate tie-in to input provided is ever made, except to client firms, if the survey or questionnaire is in connection with the overall service we are providing that client firm.
Will we share information with outside parties?

We do not sell individual information. There may be times when we need to share information, for example, if requested by governmental authorities or in connection with any audit process within Kercher Industries, Inc.. But again, before you submit any information, we will notify you as to why we are asking for specific information and it is completely up to you whether or not you want to provide it.

What about sensitive personal data?

We do not generally seek to collect sensitive personal data through this site. If we do seek to collect such data, we will ask you to consent to our proposed uses of the data. We may also collect some sensitive personal data incidentally. By providing us with unsolicited sensitive personal data, you consent to our using the data subject to applicable law as described in this Privacy Statement.

The references to “sensitive personal data” are to the various categories of personal data identified by European and other data privacy laws as requiring special treatment, including in some circumstances the need to obtain explicit consent. These categories comprise personal identity numbers, personal data about personality and private life, racial or ethnic origin, nationality, political opinions, membership of political parties or movements, religious, philosophical or other similar beliefs, membership of a trade union or profession or trade association, physical or mental health, genetic code, addictions, personal life issues, property matters or criminal record (including information about suspected criminal activities).

Simply stated, if a visitor to a web site operated by Kercher Industries, Inc. were to fill out an inquiry form with unsolicited personal information, this paragraph covers our responsibility and policy towards such information being provided. It is unlikely we would need to purposefully gather such information.

Do we give you access to your information?

You are entitled to know whether we hold information about you and, if we do, to have access to that information and require it to be corrected if it is inaccurate. You can do this by contacting us directly in writing, to Bradley Pulverizer, 123 South Third Street PO Box 1318 Allentown, PA 18105 610.434.5191.

What about data security?

We take appropriate steps to maintain the security of your data on BradleyPulverizer.com. You should understand that the open nature of the Internet is such that data may flow over networks without security measures and may be accessed and used by people other than those for whom the data is intended.

We are interested in maintaining your privacy and creating a valuable resource for you to use. If you have any questions now or during your visit, please Contact Us.
Website Disclaimer

The information contained in this website is for general information purposes only.

The information is provided by Bradley Pulverizer (a registered d/b/a of Kercher Industries, Inc.) and while we work to keep the information up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the website or the information, products, services, or related graphics contained on the website for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk.

In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with, the use of this website.

Through this website, you are able to link to other websites which are not under the control of Bradley Pulverizer (Kercher Industries, Inc.). We have no control over the nature, content, and availability of those sites. The inclusion of any links to other websites does not necessarily imply a recommendation or endorse the views expressed within them.

Every effort is made to keep this website up and running smoothly. However, Bradley Pulverizer (Kercher Industries, Inc.) takes no responsibility for, and will not be liable for, this website being temporarily unavailable due to technical issues beyond our control.